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ABSTRACT

Before magnetic tape recording was common, acetate discs
were the main audio storage medium for radio broadcast-
ers. Acetate discs only had a capacity to record about
ten minutes. Longer material was recorded on overlap-
ping discs using (at least) two recorders. Unfortunately,
the recorders used were not reliable in terms of recording
speed, resulting in audio of variable speed.

To make digitized audio originating from acetate discs
fit for reuse, (1) overlapping parts need to be identified,
(2) a precise alignment needs to be found and (3) a mixing
point suggested. All three steps are challenging due to the
audio speed variabilities.

This paper introduces the ideas behind DiscStitch:
which aims to reassemble audio from overlapping parts,
even if variable speed is present. The main contribution is
a fast and precise audio alignment strategy based on spec-
tral peaks. The method is evaluated on a synthetic data set.

1. INTRODUCTION

The archives of the national radio broadcaster of Belgium
contains many acetate discs, most were recorded between
1930 and 1960. The main advantage was that the discs
were relatively cheap and allowed long term storage. A
disadvantage was that the sound carriers were quite brit-
tle: the needle used for playback damages the record much
more than the contemporary shellac or vinyl discs.

Another disadvantage of these sound carriers was that
they had a relatively short recording duration: about 5 to
10 minutes, depending on the RPM and disc diameter. To
record longer events, two machines were used and alter-
nated. When a first disc was almost full, a second recorder
was started to record on a subsequent disc. To continue
recording, the machines were alternated eventually result-
ing in an ‘album’ of discs, most with some overlap to the
next disc. Note that most - but not all - subsequent discs
overlap: natural pauses sometimes did coincide with the
end of a disc. E.g. when a full song fits on disc, a new
song was started on the next disc, without any overlap.
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Figure 1. Overlapping discs need to be identified from a
large set of disks. The overlapping parts (in orange) need to
be precisely aligned. A mixing step reassembles the orig-
inal recorded event. Identification, alignment and mixing
is problematic due to speed differences and speed variabil-
ities in overlapping discs.

The digitized archive of such discs contains digital au-
dio files with overlapping audio. The archive of the Bel-
gian national radio contains over 10 000 digitized acetate
disc recordings. To make the material fit for reuse three
steps are needed. First, the albums need to be recombined
based on meta-data or the overlapping audio from the sep-
arate files. This is the identification step. Second, the
overlapping audio needs to be aligned precisely. The fi-
nal and third step is mixing. This uses the alignment and
determines mixing points to finally arrive at a recombined
long sound file fit for reuse. A visual representation of this
process can be found in Figure 1.

Since the identification step is a solved problem with
modern acoustic fingerprinting systems [1–3]. We focus
on the alignment step.

The main problem with these discs is that the record-
ing speed differed slightly between machines. Moreover,
there are the instabilities in recording speeds which were
caused by mechanical imperfections. For the digital files
this means that the speed of overlapping audio can dif-
fer by a few percent and that this difference is not con-
stant. This interferes with straightforward solutions for
alignment and mixing.

In this paper we present a solution for alignment and
mixing of audio with variable speed. The main contribu-
tion lies in a new algorithm to align audio with speed dif-
ferences precisely and quickly. An additional contribution
is a generally applicable method to gauge relative record-
ing and/or playback speed differences in audio.

2. AUDIO-TO-AUDIO ALIGNMENT

The most straightforward way to do audio-to-audio align-
ment is sample-wise cross-correlation. Cross-correlation
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Figure 2. Spectral peaks are extracted from reference audio and combined in lists of three peaks (blue). A slightly sped
up query (orange) has a slightly higher frequency and a slightly faster succession of peaks. The ratios between the time
∆t2−1/∆t2−1 = ∆t′2−1/∆t′2−1 and frequency deltas ∆f2−1/∆f2−1 = ∆f ′

2−1/∆f ′
2−1 stay nearly identical for query and

reference. If each list of three peaks is mapped to a 2D plane a near-neighbour search with a small circular radius r yields
spectral peak lists originating from duplicate audio.

quickly becomes computationally unfeasible with un-
known speed differences. Typically dynamic time warp-
ing (DTW) based algorithms [4–8] are used to align audio
with speed differences. However, most DTW algorithms
have the assumption that the start and end points of audio
to align is known beforehand. The DiscStitch algorithm
presented here does not have this assumption and offers
different trade-offs.

The DiscStitch audio-to-audio alignment algorithm
works by extracting peaks in a spectral representation with
a max filter. Each peak has a time and frequency compo-
nent: (t, f). These lists of peaks reduces the information
drastically. Now the audio alignment problem is reduced
to aligning these lists of peaks.

Alignment of peaks is difficult due to variable speed dif-
ferences. To cope with this we bundle neighbouring peaks
in sets of three and calculate tratio = (t2 − t1)/(t3 − t2)
and fratio = (f2 − f1)/(f3 − f2), an idea similar to [1,9].
As visualized in fig , these ratios stay equal even if the au-
dio is sped-up with respect to the reference.

Next the ratio’s are mapped to a 2D pane the with the
time-ratio in the horizontal and frequency-ratio in the verti-
cal axis. Points close to each other in this pane have nearly
the same ratios and might originate from spectral triplets
with the same shape which may mean that they originate
from similar audio. For an efficient near-neighbor search,
the ratios from the reference are added to a R*-Tree [10].
Then, the ratios from the query are used to search for near
neighbors in a small circular radius. Resulting in a list of
matches.

The matches are then filtered to weed out random hits.
For an actual audio alignment there is a near linear relation
between reference time component and query time com-
ponent. Additionally frequency components for reference
and query should be relatively close to each other. The
filtered matches give a list of times where audio from the
reference aligns with the query.

3. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION & DISCUSSION

The DiscStitch audio-to-audio alignment has been imple-
mented twice. One is a browser-based JavaScript/WASM
version 1 , the other is more capable Java based version 2

which is evaluated below.
For evaluation purposes a long reference file is chopped

up into two parts with 20 to 40 second overlap. Next,
these two files are aligned and mixed. If the alignment is
correct and mixing works as expected the duration of the
long reference file should equal the length of the mixed
parts. The preliminary evaluation shows that the dura-
tion of the mixed file differs only slightly from the orig-
inal (µ = 0.1ms, σ = 1.2ms,N = 80) indicating a pre-
cise alignment and mix. Note that sound travels 1m in
about 3ms. The evaluated implementation uses step sizes
of 1.4ms (32 samples at 22050Hz) which limits alignment
precision and explains the standard deviation.

A second test changes the speed of the second part
(±3%) . The goal is then to estimate and undo the speed
change applied to the second part and align an mix it with
the first part. In that case the remixed duration matches
(µ = 1.3ms, σ = 237.2ms,N = 80). A small error in
estimating the speed change can result in a large error in
overall duration, explaining the higher standard deviation.

A third test was done with Sonic Lineup: a piece of
software of the Sonic Visualiser family ’designed for rapid
visualisation of multiple audio files containing versions
of the same source material’ 3 . It allows to call external
alignment programs. With DiscStitch doing the alignment.
A listening test with digitized acetate disks showed precise
alignment.

DiscStitch offers a system to potentially speed up the
restoration of lacquer disc albums by identifying potential
alignment points. However, an expert archivist needs to be
in the loop to determine which alignment point to choose,
which speed modifications to apply and to potentially ap-
ply other modifications.

1 https://github.com/JorenSix/SyncSink.wasm
2 https://github.com/JorenSix/DiscStitch
3 https://www.sonicvisualiser.org/sonic-lineup/
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